Three exclusive
advantages
Indoor and outdoor
protection
VIDEOFIED ANYWHERE.

Removing doubt
instantaneous video
VIDEOFIED RIGHT NOW.

Control via
your smartphone
VIDEOFIED FOR YOURSELF.

Security, our expertise
VIDEOFIED has revolutionised the
security market by offering the first
totally wireless burglar alarm systems
that can in a matter of seconds display their
reason for tripping remotely.
Made in France quality
VIDEOFIED products are devised,
manufactured and assembled in France.

outdoor and indoor
protection
Genuine protection of your property
The Videofied range gives you cutting-edge technology used by banks,
jewellers and shopping centres. You are certain to protect your property
effectively (apartment or house) at a competitive price.
The streamlined design of our products blends them effortlessly into your
internal decor.

Detect and dissuade before the break-in!
Should there be an attempted break-in through
a courtyard, terrace or garden, the Videofied
outdoor cameras detect the burglars before they
break down a door or shatter a window.
The outdoor siren and its flashing light
immediately play a dissuasive role.

Removing doubt
instantaneous video
Streaming, a genuine «plus»
This is a Videofied exclusive: your
property is made even more secure with
the Video Live function. In an intrusion,
the video is sent instantly to your
monitoring station or your smartphone;
you can see what is happening at
home live at any time.

OSMVC Video Live
camera

Control
via your
smartphone
The new VIDEOFIED APP is used to run
your alarm system, wherever you may
be.
In remote monitoring mode, you can,
among other things:
• check the arming status and arm or
disarm the panel,
• access the events log,
• take photos or videos, store images to
view them later,
• disarm the monitoring of a room
temporarily, etc.

In self-monitoring mode, you also
receive alerts on your smartphone live
if there is an intrusion (via notification,
e-mail, voice call and SMS).
Always connected
What is happening at home? Who is
there? What are my children doing?
The VIDEOFIED APP keeps you in constant
visual contact with your family and
everything that is important to you,
simply from your smartphone or tablet!

ISMV Video Live
camera
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